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Abstract 

This paper uses the lens of language brokering to explore parent-child interaction as a migrant family 
re-grounds itself in the new linguistic and social context. Whereas brokering is often seen as 
children’s translating, this ethnographic study shows that children contribute with explaining, rather 
than only translating. These explaining activities introduce occasions for children and their parents to 
re/define their own role relations, and for parents to display their family ideologies while 
communicating the quality of family relations to self and relevant others, conveying that this family 
works and is putting down roots. 

Keywords: Linguistic ethnography; language brokering; family display; metapragmatic awareness; Afghan 

families in migration. 

 

1. Introduction  

“While the parents are serving me with tea and nuts, I ask about the children’s role/s in the 
family. If they (can) help with the language; how and in which settings. They say that the kids 

are not much help. No longer. Before they could do more. Now, they don’t know that much 
Dari. They cannot remember words and are not very good at explaining. Both parents have 

homework from the Danish classes that they attend. The father tells me about a homework, a 

difficult task. We are drinking tea when they ask Firuza to come and help with a reading. She 

stops playing with the toddler sister in the other room, comes and sits between the parents with 

no introduction or question. She takes the reading task and starts reading the text from the 

beginning word. Without asking anything, I think. After this trial sequence, the father shows me 

two apps that he has been working with, and says he uses them more instead—one has multiple 

languages to translate to—his options are Dari, Danish, and English.”  

(From a fieldnote; February 2019) 

 

This paper examines examples of parent-child interactions in a migrant family’s re-grounding 
process in its new linguistic and social context through the lens of children’s language brokering 
(Shannon 1990; Tse 1995; Orellana 2009). The interactions presented in this paper were captured, 
as part of larger ethnography, through direct observations and audio-recordings in the family’s 
home, a few outdoor settings, and the parents’ reports on their children’s brokering when the 
children assisted their parents to make sense of everyday messages they received or to solve 
difficulties in their everyday language use and meaning-making. The study brings a sociolinguistic 
perspective to the context of mobility and language: language should be understood as being 
interwoven with its social context and individuals as social actors are involved in constant, 
dynamic, and reflexive relations to socio-cultural and moral orders, values, judgments, and 
perceptions throughout their meaning generating in social interactions (Agha 2007; Blommaert 
2017). Linguistic anthropologists, applied linguists, and psychologists have used the child language 
brokering frame as a means to raise awareness about the complexities of brokering with reference to 
communicative acts, relations, contexts, and competencies. Following this scholarship’s 
ethnographic tradition in prioritizing participants’ emic perspective, interpretations, identifications, 
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and reflections as a central focus within the context of mobility and language (De Fina and Perrino 
2013), the paper applies the frame of language brokering practices to explore following questions. 
What do family interactions through brokering activities look like in general—such as whether they 
are fully translating or interpreting? How is children’s language brokering understood in the 
family—by parents? How is this contribution communicated to a third party, for example, to a 
neighbor or a researcher? And what does this representation—particularly, communicated to the 
researcher—reveal of parents’ metapragmatic awareness of meaning-generating and intersubjective 
understanding, with regard to the family’s everyday efforts to fit in as a normal family ‘like others’ 
where parent-child communication is appropriate or undisturbed (Verschueren 2000; Lo and Park 
2017).  

The vignette above is a prelude to my larger ethnographic study on how learning and using a new 
language unfold within a migrant family and what roles children play as brokers, interpreters, or 
spokespersons (Downing and Dwyer 1981) through prosocial acts (Hoffman 2000) or simply when 
they are asked to help. It illustrates the case of an Afghan family that arrived in Denmark in 2010 
and was granted asylum in 2016. Their two elder children (9 and 10 y.) could then already 
communicate with Danish-speaking people—ranging from educators in the day care institution to 
shopkeepers, bus drivers, and the like. However, the parents appeared to have very little knowledge 
of Danish. In this introductory visit, the parents report that the children are no longer good at 
“explaining” things compared to earlier. 

During my fieldwork, I learned gradually that children’s inevitable assistance was not limited solely 
translation or transmission of sociocultural issues (Crafter and Iqbal 2020) or para-phrasing—
namely, ‘summing things up’ and phrasing ‘for others’ (Orellana et al. 2003). It was also what the 
mother in an interview depicted as “explaining” or making things intersubjectively understandable. 
Throughout the fieldwork, I experienced several “rich points” (Agar 1996; Hornberger 2013) 
pertaining to brokering in its explaining guise—all taken-for-granted fragments of the family’s 
everyday life that recalled Agar’s reflections on ethnographic rich points: “why are things this way? 
… and what interests wrap this local world so tight that it feels like the natural order of things to its 
inhabitants?” (Agar 1996:26). Given that language practices are part and parcel of individuals’ 
everyday lives, family settings where language brokers’ contribution take place seem to be highly 
informative concerning how children and parents in a (relatively) newly arrived migrant family deal 
with mundane life challenges. To echo Agar, why are brokering practices—represented as 
explaining— ‘wrapped up’ in this way and viewed as being natural by the family?      

To reach this objective, I concentrate on everyday practices and activities that are integrated in 
family biographies and deal with both self and social dimensions (Morgan 1996; Morgan 2011). 
Interestingly, part of families’ activities and identifications are conveyed through “family displays” 
(Finch 2007) to family members and to others and communicate ideologies about the family during 
new life phases. In fact, both inward and outward communications illuminate grades of reflexivity, 
too, with regard to the family composition and consolidation (Dermott and Seymour 2011). Given 
that individuals’ mobility is entwined with new forms or fluidity of relationships, family practices 
are subject to change too, and this encourages new modes of and reasons for display (Seymour and 
Walsh 2013). Similarly, crises in life—like uncertainty—are influential in people’s perceptions of 
within-family cohesiveness and attempts to redefine and consolidate relationships and manage 
concerns (Dupree 2004; Kimhi et al. 2010; Brinkmann 2016). With regard to individuals’ 
instabilities and uncertainty (due to mobility) in their struggles to fit-in, scholars propose the notion 
of hypersubjectivity (Hall 2014) to illuminate the state of language users’ (individuals’ or parents’) 
high awareness of communicative situations, within which they strive to reach certain semiotic 
stability in coherence with the normalcy of dominant ideologies (see also Karimzad 2020; 
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Karmizad and Catedral 2018; Sohee 2014). Their reflections, acts, and commentaries toward this 
objective is particularly informative about perceptions and ideals of change or adaptability.  

Drawing on analytical tools from family studies in relation to everyday practices of family doing 
and family display, and focusing on the communication of roles and relationships toward self and 
others, the paper investigates brokering framed as ‘explaining’ in the navigation of the Afghan 
migrant family presented in the opening vignette in its everyday life practices. Additionally, the 
paper situates the family’s parent-child interactions and relationships, affected or destabilized due to 
the family’s newcomer status, in relation to the family’s ongoing updating and (re)creating possible 
ways of living through “becoming” (rather than ‘being’) in the new context (Deleuze and Guattari 
1987). In fact, developing in the new national context both linguistically and socially demands 
strategies from the family for adjusting and updating itself in response to surrounding social norms 
and expectations. This development is also crucial to these families’ endeavors to put down roots or 
in Ahmed et al.’s words “to reground” after one or multiple “uprootings”, despite challenges 
(Ahmed et al. 2003). 

In what follows, I present the theoretical backbone of the study. Then I provide the methodology 
applied in the research. Afterward, I analyze the empirical data. This will be followed by a 
discussion and conclusion.    

   

2. Theoretical meshwork 

Two strands of theory shape the backbone of this paper.  

 

2.1. Language brokering and everyday family interactions 

In the last 25 years the scholarship on children’s language brokering has explored interactional 
situations and practices in which young and adult children, who have developed better language 
competency in the host country’s dominant language, mediate or broker through 
translating/interpreting written and oral messages both linguistically and culturally between 
language speakers who do not share the same language—including their parents (Shannon 1990; 
Orellana 2001; Reynolds & Orellana 2009, 2015; Bauer 2016). Language brokering has different 
characteristics from only verbatim translation/interpreting (see for example Orellana et al. 2003 and 
Reynolds and Orellana 2015) and it reveals complex interactional aspects within the family and/or 
in direct relation to society (Hua and Costigan 2017; García-Sánchez 2019; Nash 2017).   

Several studies show that language brokering, in general, is an integrated part of families’ everyday 
practices. Based on a set of longitudinal ethnographic studies among Mexican and Central 
American migrants in the US, Orellana (2001) and her research team illustrate that migrant children 
contribute actively as agents that support their families, communities, and schools. Their drawings 
and narratives place their brokering engagements alongside other household errands they take 
responsibility for. However, their brokering activities facilitate access to information for families or 
bridge the family and the outside world. Other ethnographic studies show that language brokering 
involves certain aspects of within-family cooperation toward the new and/or unfamiliar surrounding 
world. In relation to the public sphere, research among Mexican migrants in Chicago explore 
language brokers’ domain-specific activities through brokers’ self-reports and enactments based on 
their real-life social experiences. They demonstrate that “family members may cooperate to 
correctly locate, read, and interpret” products’ labels and specifics and navigate through daily 
shopping or find solutions to potential social and interactional clashes (Reynolds and Orellana 
2015). In the same vein, a set of studies among young Mexican-origin interpreters in the US reports 
on how young interpreters act together with their parents as “a team” to present an effective 
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impression of the interaction or promote family projects or intentions. Their study also shows that 
the parents “retain their parental roles” and are “in charge” of the interaction even though they are 
behind in reactions, interactions or knowledge (Valdés et al. 2003, 201–203; see also Morales and 
Aguayo 2010).  

At the same time, in the course of adults’ adapting themselves to the new linguistic context, 
language brokers are assets for their family in learning about and understanding everyday messages 
that the family receives from the outside society or that require responses. In line with this, research 
demonstrates that language brokers may assist their parents or siblings with literacy brokering in the 
host country’s dominant language through translating alongside promoting the family-learners’ 
language skills (Hall and Guéry 2010). Families in relation to their needs benefit from their 
children’s literacy skills to solve ad hoc and routine problems (Morales and Aguayo 2010) or to 
understand flyers or letters from schools. Accordingly, children in their contributions have to 
develop their literacy with reference to diverse types of brokering domains and genres while taking 
the role of experts, teachers, and para-phrasers in their family (see linguistic anthropological and 
applied linguistic studies among Latin Americans in the USA, Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner, & Meza 
2003; Orellana 2001; also studies among Sudanese refugees in Michigan, Perry 2009, 2014). My 
discussion of language brokering departs from the aspect of parent-child cooperating during 
brokering, and ot intends to explore what parent-child cooperative interactions look like and how 
this is conveyed to relevant others. 

Additionally, many brokering events occur behind closed doors within families (Orellana, 
Reynolds, Dorner, and Meza 2003) and thus much research is based on simulated tasks or 
collaborative methods and less on brokering aspects based on naturally occurring interactions partly 
because myriads of brokering encounters are elusive. At the same time throughout the scholarship, 
studies have quite often investigated language brokering among Latin- and Asian-origin migrants in 
northern American countries. Therefore, we still lack studies on smaller groups of migrants in other 
national contexts in relation to interactional relations through brokering pertaining to a variety of 
socio-cultural contexts—e.g., within family relationships and practices (Morales and Aguayo 
2010)—and domains based on different methodological avenues—including ethnography and/or 
emerging from situated naturally instances (Orellana 2010; Perry 2014; Reynolds and Orellana 
2015).  

Among the families (including the family of the paper’s focus) I observed, children were aware of 
their own or peers’ brokering. They said that they exchanged anecdotes on family language 
brokering with peers at school, and they took it as an inevitable activity. To parents—regardless of 
the time they had been living in Denmark—everybody had a role in the family; so did the children 
referring to their brokering contributions in and in relation to social settings. In this paper, I 
examine these collective engagements through ethnographic examples within the frame of family 
practices that represent how family roles and relationships are re-/produced, reaffirmed, or even 
conveyed. For this reason, I draw on family sociology’s analytical understanding of doing family 
through family practices in general and in a time of need for reaffirming roles and relationships.  

 

2.2. Family practices, family display 

Family sociologist David Morgan presented and developed the concept of family practices to set off 
new modes of investigating family based on what individuals in new family constellations do to 
reflexively (re)produce relationships and activities (Morgan 1996, 192). Influenced by Bourdieu’s 
usage of practices (Bourideu 1990), Morgan viewed family practices “as fluid, negotiated and 
cross-cut with other practices” (McCarthy and Edwards 2010; Morgan 1996; 2011). This 
perspective presented a theoretical and analytical response to new forms of family rather than the 
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earlier category of family as a static and structured institution or political entity (Morgan 1996, 
187). In this sense, family is rather a “quality” of relationships than a “thing” (186). Moreover, 
relationships, activities, and expectations are emotionally and morally significant for both self and 
society; this means that they may be identified and recognized. This recognition relates, on the one 
hand, to individuals’ “perceptions and interpretative work” and, on the other, to the “historical 
construction” of the word family as an available, commonsensical, and given category of social 
actors. Given the link between self and society regarding identification and recognition of family 
practices, one can expect that family practices may be evaluated, perceived positively, or considered 
as critical and the like. These understandings are captured, reflected upon, and considered from 
three perspectives: participants in the family, immediate observers (such as other family members 
and researchers), and the wider society (192–193).  

Drawing on this idea of doing family through family practices, Janet Finch suggests that family also 
needs to be displayed. Displaying family involves how and what is being communicated as family 
to self and others. From this standpoint, display signifies “the process by which individuals, and 
groups of individuals, convey to each other and to relevant audiences that certain of their actions do 
constitute ‘doing family things’ and thereby confirm that these relationships are ‘family’ 
relationships” (Finch 2007, 67). Finch presents this as a concept with theoretical and analytical 
characteristics in exploring family practices (78) in the contemporary era of more flexibility and 
fluidity in kin relationships around new forms of homes and families—due to separation, new 
partnerships, transnational life, and so on (Finch 2007, 70; Morgan 2011, 62).  

Among several examples, Finch provides one of transnational families—due to social or 
professional migration—in which the family’s movement and ties with (extended) family members 
become less solid, so “‘the whole family’ become[s]  more open to question” (Erel 2002; Morgan 
2011, 87). Thus the quality of the relationships needs to actively be discussed, contested, re-
defined, and demonstrated (72). In this sense, displaying is a mode of communication to family 
members as well as others that “these are my family relationships, and they work” (73), acting 
toward some ideals in aligning with or reaching certain proximity to existing norms and 
expectations. What is crucial is that within and around this communication, “an acknowledgement 
or a recognition by relevant others” is (perceived as) received, highlighting that these relationships 
mean a family, look like a family, or even recall more than a family (74). Displaying as such goes 
beyond the family’s reflexivity and communicates its (perceived) ideals through “tools of display” 
(Finch 2007, 77), such as artifacts like pictures, utterances such as narratives and affirmatives; or 
practices such as indicating relatedness by means of body gestures or movements and activities in 
physical space.  

Morgan (2011) states that this kind of family discourse should be interpreted in relation to the larger 
discourse on families, and Finch (2007) shows that present and potential participants—self, 
observers, and the wider society—all at the same time may be the addressees of the displaying act. 
Communication with wider society has received more attention concerning migrant families during 
their settlement in the new country and with regard to their interaction with the surrounding society 
while being affected by the dominant anti-migration discourse (for example, in Northeast England 
in Seymour and Walsh 2013 and Walsh 2018). The communication within family and/or in 
response to the wider society through family display can also be reflected upon with regard to 
Deleuze’s recognition of development as becoming, not toward the future objective of entirety and 
accomplishment but in the sense of a dynamic construction and reconstruction—an ongoing and 
constant updating (Deleuze and Guattari 1987).  

In the case of the present study’s family, we see that family members explain matters and 
relationships to each other because many language-dependent or sociocultural issues are new to the 
migrant family. At the same time, they may address the relevant other they meet in everyday 
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activities. This family has been through the uncertainty of being refugee for a long time in their 
previous migrant country as well as six years of life in limbo in Denmark. Uncertainty is part of the 
family’s concerns—a shadow following them even with reference to the wider discourse. The 
quality of relationships with the purpose of making things work is of importance in response to 
“what is intolerable” throughout the process of their becoming (Deleuze 1995, 171)—to the socially 
dominant shadow and to the interconnectedness of an ideal Afghan family. Afghan families 
generally establish ties to the people of the same origin on arrival in the host country while 
maintaining relations with the rest of their expanded families across the globe (Muller 2008).1 In 
this sense, other forms of old and new ideology about doing family are influenced and intensified in 
their orientation to several diasporic bonds, both transnationally and in the host country. 

Drawing on the theoretical perspectives presented in this part, I explore how both doing and 
displaying family are crucial components of the family’s ongoing process of settlement.  

 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Data and participants 

The empirical data for this paper stem from my larger ethnographic research on the sociocultural 
and linguistic roles of children among Afghan migrant families and in relation to the Danish larger 
society. The empirical data comprise audio-recorded semi-structured interviews and self-recording 
interactions from homes in different settings, participant observations (on-site and later, online), and 
fieldnotes on interviews and observations. I carried out the fieldwork in two overlapping phases of 
data collection with different intensities between December/2018–August/2020.  

During this time, I attended and gathered observations in several public, academic, organizational, 
and online events about Afghanistan, Afghan diaspora, and refugees in Europe and Denmark. As a 
point of departure, I used my access to a network of a more established generation of Afghan 
migrants to interview and investigate the thematic potentials of the study—such as, lifespan 
experiences of language learning during their migration. Interviews (w/31 adult children and 3 
parents) were in Danish, Dari, or a combination of both languages. 

I conducted a second round of fieldwork among three more recently arrived families of Afghan 
origin with a shorter residence in Denmark (arrival, 2014/2015), selecting them from seven families 
I preliminarily reached out to through my personal network.2 The families were provided with a 
digital voice-recorder to record some family settings where brokering occurred. I occasionally 
attended family settings where I recorded. Following prior appointments with the families, I also 
collected interviews with children (5f and 3m) and parents (3f and 1m). Recordings (46 hours) are 
from settings including one or all family members—over mealtimes, parent-children 
homeschooling, after-school times, casual conversations with language brokers and a series of 11 
online English/French language sessions that I offered to a small group of children language brokers 
under a COVID19-lockdown. The data were diverse, characterized by several linguistic repertoires 
among the participants (Blommaert and Backus 2011; Agha 2005). A few participants knew Pashto; 
several participants knew varieties of Dari. In the case of families with a stay in Iran as the previous 
residence country, their Dari was a mixture of vernaculars of Afghan Dari and Iranian Farsi—both 
of the same language family of Persian.All participants were informed about the project’s objectives 
and signed an ethical consent form, approved by the juridical and ethical committee based at Aarhus 

 
1 To my observation (new) (trans)national bonds can be influenced by migrants’ life and migration trajectories, ethno-
linguistic and social class backgrounds, religious and political orientations as well as their life aspirations in the new 
national context. However, these diasporic bonds are beyond the scope of this study. 
2 Regarding the other four families, either they showed no interest in a long-term research or I found the collaboration 
difficult. 
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University (Denmark), in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR 2016). 
Names and personal information were anonymized. In addition, I told the families from the 
beginning that I could not act as an interpreter or translator when I was present because the role was 
the central substantive focus of my research. On limited occasions, I was asked, however, to help 
with clarifying certain terms or concepts that I could not refuse to assist with. Our relationships 
often changed to a friendly one and lasted subsequent to the fieldwork.  

 

3.2. Methodological and analytical standpoint 

I use linguistic ethnography (Rampton et al. 2015; Tusting and Maybin 2007) as a perspective to 
view my research interests—everyday practices, including language practices—and to reflect upon 
mobility, relativity, and reflexivity across different sites of the study and in relation to the generated 
data. Linguistic analysis terminology is used to describe the complexity of everyday interactional 
encounters, with a particular interest in emic perspectives (Rampton et al. 2004; Shaw, Copland, 
and Snell 2015) and the fieldworker’s experience of context (Tusting and Maybin 2007, 4).  
I processed and analyzed data both during and subsequent to the data collection, using partially or 
entirely transcribed and translated recordings and fieldnotes in or outside of an NVivo coding 
environment. For the present paper, I selected three data excerpts from the family context that 
represent brokering as explaining in the family’s daily practices. In this family, children’s assistance 
with their parents’ homework took place four times during my visits.  

    

3.3. Positionality 

Personally, I have been living for more than two decades with Afghan origin migrants with different 
migration histories. I place my own language use in a dynamic status between Afghan Dari and 
Iranian Farsi. Generally, my participants’ practical proficiency in Danish moved on a spectrum of 
in-/competency. Shared language repertoires, prior relationship to the network, and regular 
meetings in public events and/or online socialization established different links of attachment to the 
participants. Being relatively or entirely novice to the new society may motivate newcomers to 
establish links to the partially insider researcher (already a long-term resident and a potential 
resource of knowledge or acquaintance), which can be beneficial in terms of a researcher’s 
involvement in the everyday ethnography. However, the generated ties and degrees of friendship—
that are inevitable—may cause role confusion and/or affect interpersonal dynamics (Taylor 2011; 
Coffey 2002; Spradley 1979). In my case, confusion as such gradually dissipated through ongoing 
social contacts over tea or mealtime and mutual “mundane small-talks” about our concrete daily 
tasks or migration experiences (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983).   

 

3.4. The family in focus  

Case studies present in-depth and detailed ethnographic data of everyday practices involving 
multiple sequences of events and/or several sources of information (Creswell 1998) and shape the 
researcher’s inferences “based on analytical induction rather than enumerative induction” (Mitchell 
1984: 239) in a dialogue with the existing theories. For the present paper, I have selected the case 
study of one family to illustrate—through the lens of language brokering—emic perceptions of 
parent-child relationships within the context of migration. However, the data presented through 
examples are in line with a broad range of observations and reports forming the larger data pool.  

The family—henceforth, Firuza’s family—comprised parents, two teenage siblings, and a toddler. 
In 2010, they left Iran—where they had lived many years—for Europe, due to systematic and local 
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discrimination (Schuster and Majidi 2013; Abbasi 2019). Due to changes in Danish laws on refugee 
admissions around the summer of 2019 (known as Finansloven L140, with an emphasis on 
refugees’ temporariness3), wider and actual discourses caused concern for the family’s future and 
stay. This is reflected in one of my fieldnotes in which the family parents, a Danish neighbor, and I 
were present: 

“FATHER asks the neighbor whether she knows that the government wants to return those 

refugees who came to Denmark after 2014 back ‘home.’ She has not heard about it; 
MOTHER looks at me and, worried, asks if it is true.”   

I would consider this family a nuclear one with a collectivist approach in which many relations are 
constantly being consolidated. In one casual conversations, the mother told me about her and her 
husband’s perspective on (and in fact, children’s socialization into) the understanding of care for the 
family, “we raise the children so that they feel themselves as a part of the family and take care of it 

… and learn to be responsible.” While telling this, she showed care for the family with a two-
handed gesture as if she was embracing somebody. Dupree states that the Afghan family is still a 
reliable institution because Afghans insist on “something solid on which to stand” (Dupree 2004).  
At the same time, the parents have been investing in the children’s passion for soccer with a hope 
for a better future career life. They see this as a positive alternative to potential troubles with which 
teenagers may get involved and as consistent with a special orientation to how the family is being 
seen by both their neighbors and the children’s school. This is illustrated in my fieldnote: 

“MOTHER tells me how late Amin returns home, either 7 or 8 p.m. and adds, ‘If we don’t 
have an eye on them, their behavior will deteriorate. Like at school,’ they say, ‘Be careful. 
Boys easily start smoking. So it is good to get them busy with sports or the like.’’ She adds 
that a family in the neighborhood has made the area insecure. That is also why MOTHER is 

worried about her own children … Even a Danish neighbor has asked her to take care of her 
children and family.”                                  (Field note, fall 2019) 

Since their arrival, the parents have studied within the adult education system from ninth grade, 
following their Danish Language Education 2 (Danskuddannelse 2), Module 6.4 In addition, they 
have worked in different apprenticeships (catering, nursing home, and construction) with hope for 
real employment to support their family. From my early visits in January 2019, I noticed the two 
parents’ interest in communicating in Danish—even though in short and uncertain sentences. In a 
later visit in October, I noticed a remarkable change when MOTHER showed me a recipe of an 
Afghani dish she had written as her Danish homework (Image 1). To my question if the children 
had seen or edited it, she responded, “Before, this could happen a lot, to show them my texts and 

they corrected them. Now it seldom happens because of the lack of time. They simply lack time; so 

do I. I mostly get help from the teacher.”  

 

 
3 P. 23 in https://fm.dk/media/17942/finanslov_2019_faktaark_a.pdf;  http://www.dfunk.dk/media/1947/et-overblik-
over-finansloven-og-l140.pdf 
4 ‘Danish Language Education 2 [Mod 1-6] is specified for students who have a short school and education background 
from their homeland. The goal with this language education scheme is to understand, tell, and read Danish with the 
purpose of being ready for the labor market and as an active citizen (medborger) in the Danish society. This language 
education is targeted to between B1 and B2 of the CEFR levels defined by the Council of Europe. 
(https://uim.dk/arbejdsomrader/danskundervisning-og-prover-for-udlaendinge/danskuddannelse/danskuddannelse-1-2-
og-3) 

https://fm.dk/media/17942/finanslov_2019_faktaark_a.pdf
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Image (1): Laylâ’s recipe on her cell phone. 

 

In my observations, this linguistic and communicative relation appeared rather differently across 
contexts, which encouraged me to learn about how their communication was perceived.  

 

4. Analysis 

Children language brokering in Firuza’s family was represented by her parents as (grades of) 
explaining in response to my question about how interactions worked within the family.  I propose 
in this analysis some interactional excerpts in which the children’s contributing role resonated with 
the semantic correspondence of brokering in the sense of ‘explaining’ as the parents’ emic view 
suggested. I came across these examples during my ethnographic observations in some family 
settings and in parents’ reflexive metacommentaries on their experiences of language learning and 
communication in the family that were foregrounded with reference to family outsiders, or certain 
in/visible super-/addressees (Bakhtin 1981). The examples that follow illustrate primarily 
Firuza’s—the family’s main language broker (Gonçalves 2012; Bauer 2016)—brokering practice 
both as a practical and functional aspect of family interactions and an integrated part of the family’s 
life and progress. The analysis of these examples addresses two levels: on the one hand, practices 
and activities, and, on the other, recognition of and reflexivity about these practices. So the 
questions are: (i) what is being done during the family interaction facilitated by the child’s 
brokering and (ii) what is being communicated about family relationships during the brokering 
practice?   

Examples (1) and (2) emerged during a 35-minute recording in one of my visits. Before this visit, I 
had noticed the parents usually asked simple questions of the children, for example, “How do you 
say it in Danish?” or “What is this in Dari?” The following two examples demonstrate a rather 
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complex picture. I consider this recorded stretch a rich example for the analysis with regard to 
bidirectionality of interactions. Both sequences exemplify a literacy brokering event in the family, 
where in line with the literature (Morales and Aguayo 2010), Firuza’s parents benefit from her 
literacy skills to have her translate their own Danish lesson—as opposed to several studies on 
literacy brokering showing the broker’s expertise is to understand a message from the child’s 
school. 

 

4.1. “I don’t think [WORD] exists in Farsi.” 

The parents have had a reading comprehension exercise in class, but they still have trouble both 
with understanding the meaning of the text and with the use of certain conjunctions (e.g., selvom for 
although). Image (2) shows this text about Danish youths’ everyday use of smartphones and the 
consequences on their concentration.  

We are sitting in the living room when having afternoon tea: While the father is sitting on the sofa 
and the mother is keeping the toddler busy with a cell phone or pointing to the TV set, Firuza is as 
usual between her parents, and I am next to them. Firuza reads the sentences one by one and brokers 
between the text and her parents.  

 

Example (1): Participants: FIR (Firuza, 12 y); MOT (Mother), FAT (Father) and author5. Danish, 
Dari/Farsi 6. Reading aloud. 

01 FIR: unge burger deres smartphones så meget at de bliver stresset … umm  
             youth use their smartphones so much, that they become stressed … umm 
 
02         mâhâ âre? shomâ na. shomâ (.) ældre hastin xo↑ mâhâ ung[/] âre?  

             us yea? not you. you (.) are adults ok↑ us youth[/] right? 
 
03         maslan tâ sh shunzda sâlehâ âre (.) unâ           <unge> hastan xo↑ 
             like until si sixteen years old right (.) they are <youth> ok↑  
 
04 FAT:                                                                             <uhm> 
 
05 FIR:   smartphone telefon  <hastan> 

             smartphone <is> telephone   
              ((pointing with hand toward the cellphone on the coffee table)) 
 
06 FAT:                                         <uhm> 
 
07 FIR:  unâ ziyâd estefâde mikonan xob↑ bixâteri k[/] 
             they use [it] a lot they ok↑ because th[/] 
 
08         inqadr na iqadr unâ ziyâd estefade mokona↑ ke bixi (.)  
             so much so much they use it↑ that they get fully (.) 
 
09         stresset midâni chiye? stresset bâz mige masalan  

 
5 Author is an observer.  
6 The transcript does not distinguish between its representation of Farsi, the Afghan dialect and Dari. Some lines are 
removed from the middle of the extract, lack of space. They show similar patterns.  
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stressed do you know what it is ((the word))? stressed then they say for example 
 
10   iyam bâyad konom iyam bâyad konom iyam bâyad konom iyam bâyad konom             
             I gatta do it too I gotta do it too I gotta do it too I gotta do it too   

((shows the order with her fingers)) 
 
11 FAT:  xo:  
              o:kay ((intolerant)) 
 
12 FIR:   mifâmi? 

              do you understand? 
 
13 FAT:  hâ 
              yea 

(…) 
31 FIR:   wa u den fylder så meget i deres bevidsthed ((whispers when reading quickly))  
             and that it takes up too much of their awareness                                       
 
32         øøø va u: hmm enqadr ziyâd fylder mokona xo↑ enqadr ziyâd  (.2) 
             aaa and that hmm it takes up ve:ry much ok↑ ve:ry much (.2) 
 
33 MOT:   chi mona? 
              what does it do? 
 
34 FIR:   mesle inke øøø m- fod- ma fodbold morom âre↑ øøø <masan> 
            it’s like      aaa m- foot- I go to soccer yes↑         aaa  <like> 
 
35   mesle inke ma fodbold morom âre↑ 

like I go to soccer yes↑                   
 
36 FAT:                <ehsâse:> 

                          <feeling o:f> 
 
37 FIR:  na na ehsâs nista ehsâs ni ehsâs ni 

              no no it’s not feeling itsn’t feeling itsn’t feeling 
 
38          og den fylder so meget (.) va u xo↑ 
             and it fills so much (.) and it ok↑  
 
39   ziyâd has dar unjâhâ masan hasta xo↑ 
   is a lot there f.ex. ok↑ 
 
40 FAT:  uhm 
 
41 FIR:   bevidsthed masaln (.) hardfa masan yekdjur hardafa fekr mekona (.) 
              awareness like (.) eachtime like in a way eachtime he thinks (.) 
 
42          masan mm midâni manish chiee? 
              like mm do you know what its meaning is? 
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43 FAT:   hâ  
               yea 
 
44 MOT:   ma ino manisho nafahmidam chi mishe 
               I haven’t understood what this one means ((pointing to ‘bevidsthed’ in the text)) 
 
45 FIR:    bevidst-o fekr nakonam dar fârsi hasta 
               [that] awareness I don’t think it exists in Farsi  

((looks to the text with a long pause)) 
 

At first glance, the extract illustrates Firuza’s leading role in reading fluently in Danish and 
translating the parents’ school text into Dari. In addition, she checks out whether they are following 
(l. 12) and/or they can decipher certain Danish words (like, l. 2, 3, 9). Some key words she finds 
necessary for the sense making of the text are “youth” (l. 1–3), “smartphone” (l. 5), “stressed” (l. 9–
10), and “awareness” as in “take up too much of their awareness”  (fylder meget i deres bevidsthed) 
(l. 31–42). Her accompanying pointing gesture toward the smartphone on the table is a scaffolding 
strategy to make the meaning more available. Also she translates smartphone as “telephone,” which 
is a hypernym of smartphone and a more familiar word for the parents. However, finding 
equivalents in Dari for the words “youth,” “stressed,” and “awareness” does not come to her 
naturally, and she clarifies them metalinguistically either by referring to or predicating about the 
lexical items through a series of reflexive comments. She gives an account for the word “youth” by 
means of a deictic reference to herself and obviously adolescents of her age group—“us”—and 
specifies it with “until sixteen years old,” “they are youth” (through lines 2–3). She also completes 
this referential position with her parents—the interlocutors—or parents in general, this time by 
making a contrast by using another referential deictic pronoun—“you” (l. 2).  
The next word, “stressed,” is clarified through a reiterative phrase of “I gotta do it” for giving an 
idea of being involved in many tasks on the smartphone and accordingly becoming stressed. For 
mediating this, Firuza acts her scenario, which should actually be understood from between the 
lines, once more accompanied with a referential hand gesture through counting on the fingers of one 
hand (l. 9–10). In fact, through this immediate scenario, she establishes a link between the already-
expressed youths, the phone, and getting stressed (l. 7–8). This strategy of making a context and 
accompanying it with bodily gestures seems to be a replacement for a full equivalent, which she 
obviously lacks or cannot remember in Dari.  

Similarly, when it comes to clarifying what “taking up too much of their awareness” means (l. 31–
32), translating the expression depends on the key word “awareness” (bevidsthed), which she has no 
clues for. The phrase is to be explained. An immediate example comes from her own daily social 
practices—playing soccer—in a new scenario because, based on observations, she is preoccupied 
with soccer (l. 32–35). But her scenario is not successful because the phrasal verb’s meaning is 
masked, phonetically misunderstood by FATHER (l. 36); Firuza has solely inserted the Danish verb 
in her translation (l. 32), and MOTHER cannot make sense out of the verb either (l. 33). Due to this 
misunderstanding/miscommunication, Firuza falls into doubt, searching for whether there is any full 
or partial equivalent for the word in the situation’s target language, Farsi/Dari (l. 42). In a reflexive 
metalinguistic commentary (Verschueren 1993; Agha 2007), she is taking a step back from the 
interaction while orienting to a potential Dari equivalent, the sense or the use of the message 
(Maschler 1994; Malakoff and Hakuta1991). This latter expression, as her attempt to solve the 
problem, may have intended inviting the parents (or even the author) to provide any potential 
suggestion (l. 31–43), similar to when FATHER suggests an equivalent (36), then she tries to 
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rectify it (37–38). It can also be understood in line with the expert position in which her parents 
have placed her, as if she is judging and announcing the word does not exist in Dari.   

What one expected from the family’s broker in the beginning was to see her translate—in either a 
direct word-by-word or idiomatic way. Nevertheless, the extract shows that Firuza explains several 
vocabulary items and uses scaffolding strategies, making referential, relational, and predicative 
links to other words, everyday aspects and materials at her disposal or small scenarios based on the 
interactants’ intersubjective understandings. In this metalinguistic routine (Agha 2007, 17), her 
sense making appears to be co-constructed by the parents: They ask questions, and she involves 
them actively to see whether they have followed, understood the word or the context, or have a 
better equivalent. It is noteworthy, however, that the example—as reported in several language 
brokering contexts—does not typify a usual parent-child relationship. It is Firuza who orchestrates 
the scene of helping with homework in her leading pace, whereas an observer’s expected scenario 
of home schooling should be one in which the parents were to help with school tasks. However, the 
supposedly reversed parent-child relationship, driven by a series of explaining metacommentaries 
and communicative strategies unfolds differently following the end of Firuza’s reading of the text. 
This is shown in the following example.    

 

4.2. “Did you understand the whole text?” 

Firuza has just finished clarifying the reading comprehension task. Suddenly, her father poses a 
different set of questions. Consequently, the level of interaction alters. 

 

Example (2): Participants: FIR (Firuza); MOT (Mother), FAT (Father) and author. Danish, 
Dari/Farsi. 

01 FIR: hmm fâmidi? khalas shod. 
              hmm did you understand? it is done. 
 
02 FAT: kho: (.) hvem er forfa[/] hvem er modtageren? ((the receiver, very unclear))    
              we:ll (.) who is the writ[/] who’s the receiver?   
 
03 FIR:   HVa? ((looks wondering)) 
              WHa? 
 
04 FAT: hvem er afsend ((afsenderen; very unclear)) 
              who’s (the) send 
 
05 FIR: huh? 

(0.2) 
 
06 FAT: hvem er afsenderen↑ 
                  who is the sender↑  
 
07 FIR:   afsenderen ((expresses it clearly)) 
              the sender 
 
08 FAT: âre 
              yea 
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09 FIR: det ved jeg ikke det siger ikke noget hvem er afsenderen.  
              I don’t know it doesn’t say anything who the sender is. 

((almost whispering; looks down at the text with a slight indifference))  
 
10 FAT: hvem er modtageren 
              who is the receiver  
 
11 FIR: nå, unger 
              oh, youths 
 
12 FAT: unge↑ det er modtageren (.) unger er modtageren  
              youth↑ it is the receiver (.) youth is the receiver 
 
13         unger skal læse den (.) kun (.) kun unger?  
              youths should read it (.) just (.) just youths? 
  
14 FIR:     ældre kunne jo xxx 
                  adults could of course xxx 
 
15 FAT:  ældre var osse med. Hvem bruger meget smartphone?  
             adults were also in. Who uses a lot cellphone? 
 
16 FIR: unger 
              youths 
 
17 FAT: unge ja↑ 
              youth yes↑ 
 
18          unge eller teenager? 
              youth or teenagers? 
 
19 FIR: unger  
             youths 
 
20 FAT:     unger <xxx[/]> 
 
21 FIR:   <UNger> og teenagere det er næsten <det samme>  
                <YOUths> and teenagers is almost   <the same> 

((she smiles, like you made a mistake in this game.)) 
 
22 FAT:                                                                   <ja næsten det samme>  
                                                                                 <yes almost the same> 

((whispers; but no slight change in tone or facial expression)) 
 
23          ↑me:st piger eller drenge? 
              ↑mo:stly girls or boys? 
 
24 FIR:  det ved jeg ikke 
              I don’t know 
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25 MOT:  xxx              ((checks something trivial outside the shared task))  
 
26 FAT:  mest piger ((to Firuza))  nemidânam ((to MOTHER)) 
              mostly girls ((to Firuza)) I don’t know ((to MOTHER)) 
 
27    har du forstået helle teksten? 
             did you understand the whole text? 
 
28 FIR:  ja faqat gap mizan ke hmm smartphone chi asta (.) i hele teksten. 
             yea it just said about what a smartphone is (.) in the whole text. 

((The mother asks some grammatical questions from this moment.)) 
 

As soon as Firuza designates the end of her explaining activity and controls whether the message 
was understood (l. 1), the father takes a turn—in Danish. He asks her certain questions about text 
analysis regarding the writer, which he rectifies with a next question—‘the receiver’ (l. 2). To this 
Firuza shows only surprise (l. 3); either she has not heard the unclear and accentuated word (l.2), or 
she finds something with it unexpected or tricky. Her interjection “WHa’” without switching to 
Dari like in several earlier turns introduces a new correction by FATHER to start the analysis 
project from the beginning—with asking who the sender is of the message in the text (l. 4–9), and 
who the receiver is (l. 10 & 12). To her answer (l. 11), FATHER responds through a repetition, and 
then completion and reformulation of Firuza’s answer (l. 12), supplementing it with a clarification 
for the word “receiver” in Danish while asking for more potential receivers (l. 13). He has 
introduced this chain of questions on textual communication with a discursive shift by using “we:ll” 
(‘kho:’) to segue. Whereas the interaction was so far about the meaning of the text, the rest of his 
questions center on the basic communication model of sender-message-receiver. This shift can be 
inferred in relation to two functional reasons: (i) to monitor Firuza’s reading comprehension and to 
see if she has understood the text she just read and translated (l. 27)—which is fully surprising to 
her (l. 03–09), and (ii) to check whether Firuza as a ‘youth’ has taken a lesson (moral) from the text. 
The text criticizes youths’ excessive use of cellphones and its consequential daily distractions. 
However, through a shift in the interactional scale from a dialog about a research-based text with 
generic subjects to an audience-specific set of Q&As that can easily address Firuza’s use of 
cellphone, FATHER examines a “different order” (Blommaert 2010: 33) in benefitting from the text 
to drive a moral/parental agenda. The set of questions about ‘who is the receiver’ of the text 
functions as if he tests Firuza whether the text is not speaking to teenagers of her age (vis-à-vis 
youths), particularly girls (in asking her ‘mostly girls or ‘boys’, vis-à-vis ‘youths’ in general). Both 
reasons described in (i) and (ii) can suggest a twist in the act of explaining, moving from the reality 
of a parent-child relationship, where the child is the linguistic expert regarding the brokering 
activity, to signaling (or moving toward) the ideal relationship, which can be inferred as checking 
on her education and taking control of the interaction and broader daily practices. Interestingly, 
FATHER leads the sequence in Danish, and only slight interaction—at the start and end of the 
sequence—occurs in Dari, by Firuza (l. 1 & 28, respectively). 

Adding to this image, text analysis is part of the parents’ Danish education at the adult education 
center7 and includes routinized communication about text materials between teachers and students 
in Danish and/or English courses. FATHER has the Danish questions ready to ask; Firuza also 
whispers when she finds out her own comprehension is being investigated from a superior position 

 
7 At the time of these visits, I was in times asked about text analysis—like, different text genres, difference between 
short story and novel, etc. They used the Danish terminology, with less knowledge of the similar terminology in 
Dari/Farsi, and limited knowledge of the concepts used in literary analysis in both languages.  
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(l. 09).  When the father asks for a nuanced reply than only “youth,” which has a generic and slang 
meaning both in the text and Firuza’s response—different from its alternative meaning, young 
people—she reacts to the question (l. 21). While smiling she announces the two words 
“adolescents” and “teenagers” are almost alike, as opposed to the distinction made by the father—à 

la “I caught you!” However, the father continues with his questions seriously. 

 

 

Image (2) shows the text under focus in the brokering event. Dari equivalents are written by certain target 

words in the comprehension text. Dari is the parents’ scaffolding language throughout everyday practices both 

at school and home. However, they briefly or uncertainly use Danish in their conversation with the children.  

 

In brief, the two examples are complementary in that they illustrate two aspects of a parent-child 
interaction regarding the parents’ school task affected by the need for the child’s literacy brokering 
within the migrant family. For years, brokering has been part of the family’s everyday life, 
characterized by reflexive metalinguistic commentaries on linguistic forms and function, the 
communicative aspects of the texts or messages in focus, and instances of individual and shared 
reflexivity. In addition, the examples illustrate that even though Firuza tends to possess the expert 
position, the parents do not lack agency and they lead the communication when possible, 
maintaining the parental front. However, when the child is able to evaluate and correct her father 
again, she takes the parent-initiated act as a sort of a board game; the situation looks like an 
unexpected trap—bingo! 

In many studies on language brokers, children at different ages or language competency levels are 
not fully bilingual in both languages and across different genres and domains. Children brokers may 
lack certain words and codeswitch to promote and gain an intersubjective understanding (Reynolds 
and Orellana 2015). Instead over time, brokers improve “compensating [or scaffolding] strategies” 
when they lack some linguistic knowledge (Valdés et al. 2003, 87; Eksner and Orellana 2012), and 
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as some adult brokers reported in my fieldwork, codeswitching results in rather pragmatic 
functions—like to create privacy or safeguard the family members’ social face. This also reveals 
that not all communication is facilitated for the parents when the interaction is interrupted by the 
brokers’ back-and-forth codeswitching and several (sometimes misleading) commentaries. Then the 
parental job to complete the communication circle might be to use other strategies and resources to 
make it comprehensible while advancing their identity work.   

Through the lens of family doing, this within-family brokering activity appears as being entwined 
with other mundane family practices, such as playing with the toddler sister, watching TV (the set is 
on throughout the entire activity), and having afternoon tea. At the same time the parent takes 
initiative to check on his child’s reading comprehension and analysis skills (if she has understood 
the entire text, l. 27, so they end the session) and presumably consolidate the family order, 
relationships, and positions (Morgan 1996).  

Adding to this picture imbued with the participants’ awareness through referential and relational 
question-answer-comment series, my presence on the other corner of the sofa, also surfing on my 
cell phone, is important too. Although an everyday family practice is taking place, I am considered 
as an adult researcher (expert?) with explicit interest in language development and acquisition in 
migrant families. In addition, I have been having casual conversations with Firuza and her brother 
in Danish about their everyday chores, schooling, or parallel activities. I assume that part of this 
interaction is being addressed to me too—at least to some extent. Partly in communicating to me, 
the parents are actively improving in Danish and using the (linguistic) resources at their disposal—
in the same vein as when FATHER once showed me the new translation applications he had 
installed on his cell phone or MOTHER showed me her new recipe in Danish. This hypothesis may 
be supported by a brief sequence parallel to the same parent-child literacy brokering above. In the 
middle of the same long sequence when Firuza is explaining the Danish word concentration in 
Danish, FATHER, who has just guessed the word should be tamarkoz in Dari, turns to me, saying, 
“I think she doesn’t know the word concentration in Farsi.” This framing comment implies the 
researcher is there to learn things. In this exceptional moment, the viewer position is explicitly 
assigned to me, and the family practice gets a new shape of overt display that at times has been 
disturbed by partially and situationally reversed relationships.  

The next example illustrates a different sequence evolving explaining in the family, this time 
outside. 

 

4.3. She says, he should stay back. 

In one of my early visits to the family, I asked MOTHER in an informal interview, how they 
communicated when they could not say things in Danish or the children could not speak or respond 
in Dari due to limited competency? She responded, “We explain it,” and clarified that during 
explaining, they might use objects or body language too. She illustrated this by a few examples. 
One example follows: 

“once a few years ago when we were in the [asylum] camp, the people from the club wanted to 

take them somewhere; the kids had to tell us, they wanted to go to the beach and catch crabs or 

the like. Then, my son told me they wanted to go to the beach. I asked, to do what? He said it in 

Danish, even now I don’t know the word… He explained its shape… I didn’t understand it. Then 
he wrote it in Danish on iPad then the picture came up … then I understood it.” 

In line with what we observed above in the previous literacy-brokering interaction, even though the 
children might have lacked certain words or expressions needed for their communication within the 
family, their explanation—nonverbally, verbally, and by means of objects and devices such as 
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iPad—has filled the communicative gap. MOTHER’s description with reference to a number of 
examples of explaining here is actually summarized by the last framing phrase “then I understood 
it” in the final position, and this functions as a reflexive commentary in singling out an appropriate 
and successful end to the family’s parent-child practice of explaining. However, not all occasions 
are so ideal and not all children’s brokering contributions, successful. We see this case in the 
following example.  

 

Example (3): Participants: Firuza; MOTHER, FATHER, author.  

In 2019, I accompanied the family to a couple of soccer matches in which Firuza’s brother 
played. In a match, I also noticed that parents of the children playing in the same club cheered 
for their son. There, I noticed Firuza had the usual guide role for her parents—not only 
linguistically but also with respect to soccer culture. Here is a part of my fieldnotes: 

“…there are some words they ask Firuza: penalty is ‘frispark’ and corner, ‘spark’. They also 

ask about the play itself: why the goalkeeper was sent out, if he will be back again... She mostly 

answers in Dari with some Danish words she inserts in her sentences. There are some red cones 

by the soccer field’s sidelines belonging to the other team. Firuza’s father, who is absorbed in 

the match, goes past them a couple of times toward the field, although both Firuza and her 

mother tell him not to. Then at a certain point, he steps close to the sideline, suddenly the 

referee blows his whistle, pointing to the line. Firuza goes close and tells her father that he 

should stay back. She kept saying it to him several times. It sounds as though the parents say 

something to their children over and over until the parents get annoyed.”    (Fieldnote, 2019)
        

The fieldnote shows that Firuza is the guide for the parents—they ask her about the Danish soccer 
terminology (penalty and corner) as well as the rules of the game. She is the expert in both—she 
provides the key words in Danish for those English loanwords with which the parents are familiar in 
Dari; besides, she is a player herself. This is a dual position providing her a legitimate role on the 
field’s sidelines, where the parents, the toddler, and I are standing and watching by the middle of 
the field. At the same time, this family activity is an occasion for the parents to show their support 
of their children’s passion and for the family members to enjoy their weekend together side by side 
with several families who are attending the match. However, at one moment, being excited, the 
father steps close to the sideline. Firuza and then her mother warn him to no effect. Subsequently, 
the referee blows his whistle pointing to the sideline where we stand by. Our immediate perception 
is that it might have consequence for ‘our’ team. This prompts criticism from Firuza in several and 
successive times, which makes the situation in perspective similar to a reversed relationship 
between a child and a parent.  

The efforts of explaining accompanied by direct translating are successful at some moments in this 
sequence, when the parents are posing a question and receiving an answer or information. The 
family is doing family while participating as a team (Reynolds and Orellana 2015) in a family 
activity in support of their son. At the same time, Firuza’s explaining works only to some extent. 
The family’s display of being a team is jeopardized when the father steps slightly on the sideline 
and returns to a normal status when the father steps back.             

In introducing the family (5.3), the mother’s reflexive metacommentary framed the importance of 
the family members’ support and care for each other as something crucial to her parental 
socialization that she displayed by an accompanying bodily caring gesture. Her commentary 
addressed the researcher in the real-time interaction, but reflected, as well, a display of her family 
ideology in her narrative world populated by her family members. We also saw that the family 
focused its support on the children’s passion for sports as an investment in their future and in the 
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family ideals in compliance with the ideals oriented to by the outside worlds—the neighbors and the 
children’s school (in 5.3)—and with the ideal (Afghan) family in which the members care for each 
other. Whereas participating in a weekly soccer match is an occasion for a set of family practices to 
be displayed both orienting toward the family members and the neighborhood (Finch 2007; Walsh 
2018), the act of brokering—even though necessary—may slightly appear as downgrading the 
child-parent roles in public, particularly when the broker’s instructions have been less than fully 
followed.   

 

5. Discussion and concluding remarks 

This study starts from an emic perspective on parent-child communication in an Afghan origin 
migrant family, in which child language brokering has been experienced in its different guises over 
the last decade. From the outset of the ethnography, the parents framed their children’s brokering as 
“explaining” (rather than translating) in relation to two interconnected functions in the family. First, 
it intends to show that family interactions—including acts of explaining—are entwined in the 
family’s bidirectional and dynamic everyday practices and family doing, à la ‘we, both parents and 
children, explain things for each other interdependently as we do other things in our daily routines.’ 
Second, it communicates the ideals of the family as a collective entity working toward getting 

things done and it works. We learn about the latter context through the mother’s reflexive 
commentaries in her narratives.  

We saw through the analyses that summarizing brokering activities as explaining with regard to the 
first manifestation implied the parents’ rejecting a unidirectional family interaction while 
continuously monitoring change among the family members and in relation to the family’s updating 
process/progress. This discards any perception or suggestion that might set the child broker as the 
only expert or problem solver and the parents as everlastingly dependent on their children’s 
knowledge/expertise. In contrast, the reality of family life in the context of mobility reinforces the 
reflexive framing of ‘explaining.’ In line with other data I collected for the fieldwork within this 
and similar families, these parents were actively learning the Danish language—in relation to their 
everyday practices within and outside the family—and if needed used other means or resources of 
communication in relation to the outside society—neighborhood, work, or school—and to the 
children. They did not remain the basic learners of Danish, and displayed this, throughout my 
ethnography. In the same vein, the children may have lost some Dari (i.e., vocabulary items, 
language expressions, phonetics or phonology, and fluency) while having less access to the 
academic register of the language (e.g., due to lack of mother tongue education at school or simply 
due to language attrition of the mother tongue and immersion in the new socio-linguistic context). 
They also lack time to spend with the family (with parents at work/apprenticeships or educating 
themselves and the children either at school or training). In this context, brokering shows other 
dimensions and frequencies of recurrence than being solely abiding acts of translating or 
interpreting. In fact in many occasions it mobilizes family members to grades of interdependency. 
Additionally, everyday family practices dependent on guises of brokering benefit from several 
resources and interactional strategies. In this sense, the brokering event (Orellana 2009, 144–146) 
demands constantly activating and using different communicative resources—body language, back-
and-forth checking of the words or formulations or re-phrasings, and digital tools—to solve 
linguistic or social challenges. This results in constant updating in terms of collecting and using 
new funds of knowledge and monitoring shared understanding.    

We saw these dynamics in Example (1): the translation of the text revealed several instances of lack 
of equivalents in Dari for the Danish vocabulary items, back-and-forth efforts to clarify words or 
expressions through other communicative means and concrete material objects on hand, and the 
parents’ help to find the precise Dari equivalents. The episode also revealed that brokering practices 
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are imbued with metalinguistic reflections, referring to the explainer’s and the addressees’ real life 
experiences—anchored in a real and semi-fictive (i.e., improvised) temporal, spatial, social, and 
discourse contexts—for example, through deictic features (Verschueren 2000). After a set of 
examples with reference to several occasions, explaining had resulted in advancing different family 
practices and the parent in the interview rounded off the sequences with “then we/I understood it.” 
One interpretation can be that through these metacommentaries, like the rounding-off phrase, we 
learn about how the parents understand and expect within-family communication or see it as 
something expected-to-be: a successful communication. In this sense, explaining is no longer a 
representation of the family’s language in use, but a label to signal the family’s status of fitting-in—
as is evidenced by their life experience.     

Example (2) illustrated that this form of interaction is integrated in the constellation of roles and 
relations in the family and can serve as grounds for displaying ideals within a family. This leads us 
to the second function— communicating the ideals with the family as a collective entity. Regarding 
the emic representation of explaining for brokering in relation to this context, the family is 
foregrounded, suggesting how a family should be and is expected to be, and above all, it works 
(Finch 2007) against the inappropriate image of a malfunctioning and unfitting migrant family in 
the context of everyday life, especially where relations are destabilized due to migration.  

In addition, an image of the ideal family was integrated in the parents’ discourse during the 
interviews and casual talks. They reported what they wished to have as a family, and they 
constantly worked on creating this understanding in their communication with the children—that 
each had a responsibility and a share in this togetherness. For example, the children’s help from the 
wages they received for distributing local advertisements was welcome if they offered it, or they 
were directed to save for larger plans if they wished. In addition, the parents reflected on this in 
their reports of their interaction with local neighbors, the children’s school, and their training clubs. 
They presented and projected family as a collective entity in progress and constantly to be cared for, 
with an eye to recommendations emanating from relevant others (Finch 2007; Morgan 2011) as 
well as to their cultural principles rooted in their own background. This can also be understood in 
line with studies on families’ efforts to forge and reaffirm relationships during the time of 
uncertainty—due to family crisis and migration—in reflexively displaying that family members are 
constantly “[becoming] connected” to one another (Carsten 2000; Walsh 2018).  
In brief, the emic term of ‘explaining’ turned out to entail a collectivistic approach to interactions 
within the family’s “activity domain” (Goffman 1983) as a shared task toward re/establishing the 
family order and/or the family’s adaptation to a myriad of social orders demanded by the new 
society as well as the new language system. ‘Explaining’ was also a set of practices with previous 
shared understanding among the family members, with no questions or doubts, interwoven into 
everyday activity of the family life. Morgan considers family practices seen by family actors in two 
directions: “The one is to the business at hand, the everyday and possibly routine family practices 
while the other is towards more public discursive constructions” (2011, 68–69). Brokering in all its 
functions happens as an inevitable family practice and is represented through tools of displaying in 
line with “the business at hand.” With reference to the other direction, capturing it as ‘explaining’ 
implies the parents’ metapragmatic awareness about the indexical ideals of (parent-child) 
communication in the sense of total and successful intersubjective understandings on the one hand. 
On the other, it responds to (real or imaginary) external expectations about the migrant parents as 
active, self-making, and caring for the future of their children as well as for their social citizenship 
(medborgerskab in the sense of being socially active and participating in self- and society 
development). Recalling the global and local regimes of migration this family has experienced prior 
to their arrival, and still experience in Denmark, the analyses can also reveal their hypersubjective 
awareness about norms of social and in-family communication and participation and the dichotomy 
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of ongoing development and display of family becoming or else temporariness and return. The 
study illustrates through the lens of child language brokering that analyses of language in use within 
family communication and everyday practices of doing/being/becoming are complementary and 
provide insights about a constellation of dynamics and potentials in a wider context. 

 

------------------------ 

 

Transcription Conventions 

<abc>  overlap 

xxx  unintelligible 

((abc))  comments 

(2.0)  pause (time is give in second) 

(.)   very short pause 

LOUD  louder than surrounding talk 

↑   emphasis 

:   prolongation of sound 

☺    laughter 

   sad or unsatisfied 

(…)  ellipsis 
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